
THE 2017 UNOFFICIAL 

NZ ELECTION NIGHT  
DRINKING GAME

Drink every time:

The housing crisis is mentioned .

A white person stumbles over Māori pronunciation .

Someone says "Jacindamania" .

A live cross goes awry .

You hear a Peter Dunne pun .

A montage is played to fill in time .

Someone says “fake news” .

Aunty Helen sends a dank snapchat

The Greens talk about weed, water or WINZ

Kelvin Davis looks sunburnt .

Labour talk about “child poverty”

Bill English brags about the size of his surplus .

An ACT member denigrates poor people

A politician starts a sentence with “Oh, look…” .

Someone talks about cow farts or cow shit

TV3’s giant touchscreen suffers a malfunction .

You confuse Marama Davidson with Marama Fox .

NZ First say they’re not racist

A National MP refers to the rock-star economy 
in response to a question about homelessness.

You actually manage to catch your own 
electorate results on the scrolling carousel

A political commentator says "too close to call" .

A Chanui Tea commercial plays during an  
ad break

Take a shot if:

You remembered to vote .

A Labour MP participates in a Pacific Island dance 
in South Auckland

.

A reporter visits the Aotearoa Legalize Cannabis 
Party headquarters

.

Judith Collins is seen in a room full of Chinese 
men stuffing bank notes down her bra

.

Someone acknowledges the plight of renters .

A conversation about Bill English becomes a 
comparison to John Key

.

A reporter asks the same question 3 times as a 
politician desperately avoids answering it

.

Nick Smith gets more votes than there are Māui 
dolphins left (63)

A profanity is aired on live TV

A politician looks drunk

Moët is being served at National HQ .

An accidental boob grab, boob graze or boob 
slap occurs

Paula Bennett calls someone “sweetie” .

A haka is performed

Gerry Brownlee tucks into a mince savoury or  
sausage roll

.

Simon Dallow serves Mike Hosking a sweet burn

The Green Party dips below 5%

Part way through things become boring so you 
read Donald Trump memes on Twitter instead

Patrick Gower stares into the camera for an 
uncomfortably long time

Sink your vessel if:

Like Jesus, Colin Craig's political career is 
somehow resurrected

.

You’re following the election coverage on the 
radio because the car you live in doesn’t have wifi

ACT loses their safe seat .

A three-way handshake is attempted .

You know what ‘neo-liberalism’ means

TVNZ has a B-list celebrity or former athlete on 
their commentary panel

A politician is assaulted with a sex toy

Marama Fox busts a rhyme

NZ First are serving bikkies and Milo at their 
party headquarters

.

You hear Eminem’s "Lose Yourself" or a song 
closely resembling it

Winston Peters pwns a reporter

A reporter interviews a politically-ignorant  
All Black

A politician awkwardly mistakes a high-five for  
a handshake

.

Reporters interview a National candidate who isn’t 
a wealthy middle-aged white person

Somebody resigns after an embarrassing defeat .

You start to wonder whether you’re one of those 
"disenchanted voters" commentators talk about

.

“Loyal” by Dave Dobbyn plays in an almost 
empty venue at the end of the night

You fall asleep half way through the night and 
awake at 1:30am to the sound of Outdoors with 
Geoff re-runs

★ Bonus round:

Someone mentions the Waterview Tunnel
✔ Do a funnel

A politician is asked about North Korea’s missiles
✔ Complete a Torpedo or Strawpedo

Somebody says "our hands are tied"
✔ Scrumpy hands

A female commentator throws shade at  
Jacinda’s outfit choice
✔ Add a pinch of salt to your drink

For every 1% of the vote TOP wins...
✔ Under-20’s have two drinks confiscated

It becomes clear the next government will be 
formed by a coalition
✔ If someone takes a drink, everybody must drink

You find yourself agreeing with NZ First’s 
immigration policies 
✔ Tell your mates to go home and drink by yourself

Hone Harawira talks about P

✘  Definitely don’t do P

An ACT member forgets one of their policies

✔  Drink heavily until you forget all your problems too

Maggie Barry is seen or mentioned
✔  Last person to say “Baggie Marry!” has to sink 

their vessel

Labour talk about "transparency"

✔ Take a shot of a transparent liquor such as vodka

The left are accused of being ‘communists’

✔ Everyone takes turns contributing alcohol to a 
communal bowl. He who overflows it must drink it. 

The Legalise Cannabis Party get over 420 votes

✔ Roll up that sweet Mary Jane

#electiondrinkinggame
Follow along on the night

magicmustard.com/election2017 @2017NZElectionDrinkingGame@ElectionDrinkingGame

Play or download the full game


